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What is Blended Learning?
Blended learning is a fairly new approach in education that ‘blends’ technology into
the teaching and learning process. Combining personalized online learning with face-

to-face classroom learning, blended learning allows students to learn at their own
pace, at their own ability level and with focus towards what interests them most.

Research has shown Blended Learning to be the most engaging and effective model
for student engagement and success worldwide.

“Electronic tools have become so commonplace that I choose
not to continue to focus on the control of technology in the
classroom. Instead, I find ways to keep students engaged using
these tools to my advantage.”
--Dr. Regina Lamourelle,
Department Chair at Santiago Canyon College

Blended Learning facts
A meta-analysis of more than 1,000 online learning studies conducted by the U.S. Department of Education compared
traditional in-person instruction, pure online courses and blended instruction. Studies that involved blended learning
environments were found to have the greatest impact in improving student achievement.
• Students have access to the best of both worlds to support individual learning
styles.
• The combination of live, interactive, face-to-face instruction along with digital
content and personalized learning strategies helps increase student learning.
• Digital content can be more flexible and dynamic than traditional textbooks.
• The ability to watch instruction multiple times, stop, pause, and rewind is beneficial
for many students.
• Blended learning expands the walls of the classroom by allowing students to
continue learning outside of school hours.
(source: http://www.gettingsmart.com/2016/08/6-common-misconceptions-about-blended-learning)

Benefits and Advantages of Blended Learning
10 Benefits of Blended Learning Approach in your classroom:
1. INCREASED STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
2. SUCCESSFUL EVALUATIONS
3. BETTER COMMUNICATION
4. FLEXIBLE ACCESSIBILITY
5. COLLABORATION

6. PERSONALIZED LEARNING
7. IMPROVED EFFICIENCY
8. TRACKING AND REPORTING
9 . SAVE MONEY
10. SAVE TIME

Blended Learning Advantages for Students
Why students and parents immediately fall in love with blended learning:

• Students become more successful, confident and excited about learning
• Instant feedback and grading
• Flexible
• Creative
• Efficient
• Motivating
• User-friendly
• More personalized
• Learner engagement
• Effective learning
• It makes learning FUN!
(source: http://www.elearninglearning.com/blended-learning)

Mix it Up with LanguaBooks™ !
LangBooks allows you to create an active learning environment where teachers, students
and data work together to help students deliver most outstanding results:
• Wide variety of free leveled LanguaBooks to choose from
• Ability to choose or create your own curriculum through the teaching year
• Efficient management of LanguaBooks accounts for students
• Easy management of student groups (classes) by level, comprehension skills and theme focus
• Read Aloud Activity with native model audio, student audio
recording and speech recognition for detecting mistakes
• Book comprehension check via various quiz activities
• Sophisticated reporting system to track students’ progress and
view detailed reading results

DIRECTIONS FOR BLENDING: MIX ACCORDING TO YOUR NEEDS!

LanguaCards combine real and virtual worlds, visual and
listening perceptions for best results of young learners!
Everyone has a learning style. People fall into one of three categories: kinesthetic,
auditory or visual.
• Kinesthetic learners are those who learn best by doing
• Auditory learners learn by listening
• Visual learners learn better from watching

According to the study done by University of Illinois, fifty percent of students fall
into kinesthetic learning category and forty percent are visual learners.
(Source: http://www.wizelearning.org/2014/05/kinaesthetic-auditory-visual-learning-styles-for-children/)

LanguaCards are unique because they address all of the above

learning styles at once:
• Get kids out of the screens as much as possible
• Visually stimulating
• Great way to present, practice and recycle vocabulary
• May be used in endless possible ways for various types of activities
• Lets students learn while they play

Combining LanguaBooks and Traditional Printed Books
Nothing neither can, nor should replace
traditional printed book.
LanguaMetrics, Inc. extends its reach into
consumables market with print version of
LanguaBooks as well.
Specially designed printed versions of
LanguaBooks are a great supplement to
LanguaPhonics books Collection.
LanguaBooks and closely integrated with
LanguaPhonics books through embedded QR
codes that allows for a quick switch between a
printed book and a LanguaBook, a convenient
way to listen to the story and practice
pronunciation.

Make Your Own LanguaBook
LanguaMetrics is working on a new concept called “Make your own
LanguaBook story” that will allow kids to create their own stories
for proposed sequence of pictures, type them in and read them
aloud.
Created books may be then reviewed by teachers/parents,
corrected and re-recorded.

When finished, books may be shared with other classmates,
friends or all LanguaBooks users.
With author’s approval, best works may be converted into
traditional LanguaBooks and used for learning by other
students.
LanguaBook story concept is yet another good example of
successful and creative Blended learning approach
implementation with the help of LanguaBooks.

Contacts

If you will have questions or comments please contact
LanguaBooks support: lbua@languametrics.com

